Abstract. We outline a definition of accessible and presentable objects in a 2-category K endowed with a Yoneda structure; this perspective suggests a unified treatment of many "Gabriel-Ulmer like" theorems (like the classical GabrielUlmer representation for locally presentable categories, Giraud theorem, and Gabriel-Popescu theorem), asserting how presentable objects arise as reflections of generating ones. In a Yoneda structure whose underlying presheaf construction is P , two non-equivalent definitions of presentability for A ∈ K can be given: in the most interesting, it is generally false that all presheaf objects are presentable; this leads to the definition of a Gabriel-Ulmer structure, i.e. a Yoneda structure rich enough to concoct Gabriel-Ulmer duality and to make this asymmetry disappear. We end the paper with a roundup of examples, involving classical (set-based and enriched), low dimensional and higher dimensional category theory.
Introduction

"The theory of categories enriched in some base closed category V, is couched in set-theory; some of the interesting results even require a hierarchy of set-theories. Yet, there is a sense in which the results themselves are of an elementary nature."
[Str74a]
The theory of accessible and presentable categories has nowadays gained a primary position in categorical algebra, due to its connections with categorical model theory [MP89] , homotopy theory [Ros09] , universal algebra [ARV11] ; the definition is currently considered as deeply rooted in set theory, and rightly so.
The present work stems from the joint desire of both authors to determine precisely to which extent this is true and what, instead, only relies on the implant of formal category theory.
Taking the above incipit of [Str74a] as an inspiration, we were guided by the following questions: q ) To which extent is it possible to distinguish between the set-theoretic and the formal definition of accessibility and presentability for the objects of an abstract 2-category K? It turns out that the gist of the definition can be made independent from the set theoretic background at a reasonable price: accessible objects can be recognized as those in the image of a suitable idempotent 2-monad on K. q ) Whatever presentable objects in K are, they coincide with the objects which are both accessible and cocomplete? Showing that this is true is the first original result in the present paper. q ) Once we have found a context in which this abstraction is possible, how large is the portion of accessible-category theory that can be re-enacted in this setting? As already hinted, among many different possible approaches to these problems, we decided to frame these questions in the language of formal category theory [SW78, Woo82, Woo85, Str74a, Str74b] . In fact, this language was invented precisely to tackle similar fundamental questions: its formalism can discern what, in classical category theory, is specific to the 2-category Cat, and what instead is elementary in the sense of the opening quote, i.e. a general statement that can be concocted in every suitably nice 2-category.
In this work, we stipulate that a convincing "formal theory of accessibility" for K shall provide a ) A convincing explanation and abstraction of the fact that presentable objects in various 2-categories arise as reflective localizations of presheaf objects. In this sense, a reasonable soundness request for an abstract theory of accessibility is that the aforementioned Gabriel-Ulmer representation theorem, shall hold when Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set A op is substituted by a presheaf object P A in K. a ) Together with this, is such 2-categories where the above theorem holds, it should be possible to realize a deep and classical result as Gabriel-Ulmer duality [GU71] (see [Cen04] for a more general and enlightening perspective on the process of "completion under a fixed class of shapes"). This is the content of §4. Quite predictably, these goals can be reached once we supply K with enough structure.
Our strategy in a few words is the following: we endow our ambient 2-category K with a Yoneda structure [SW78] P having a specified subobject S ⊆ P (as note in Remark 2.19, S is not a Yoneda structure but only a kz-doctrine on K); P plays the rôle of an abstract free cocompletion modeled on the standard example on Cat (being a "free cocompletion" is a defining property of the correspondence A → P A = [A op , Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set]), whereas the subobject S plays the rôle of a generic abstract Ind-completion with respect to a smaller class of "S-shaped" (or better, "S-filtered") colimits.
A well-known Leibnizian principle in 2-category theory asserts that we can probe the internal structure of an object only via external universal properties; this motivates our choice of S as a formal incarnation of (say) λ-filtered colimit completion (λ a regular cardinal) for A ∈ K; it is clear how the recent [Wal18] as well as the very recent [FGHW16] , linking together Yoneda structures, "admissibility structures" [BF99] and (relative, pseudo-analogues of) kz-doctrines, have been a constant source of inspiration for the present work. It is our hope to devote additional time outlining the tight link between these topics, and we hope our work already adds something to the discussion.
It has also to be noticed that, although the example of λ-filtered cocompletion is certainly a strongly motivating one, S can embody any other completion with respect to a generic sound doctrine D; [ABLR02, 2.2], stating that a category A is D-accessible if and only if A ∼ = D-Ind(S) for some small S has been a strong motivation for us to believe in the existence of a general theory of which this result is a specific example.
In the terminology introduced in our Definition 2.17, the inclusion よ : S ⊆ P is the context of q ; these two structures S, P play similar but complementary rôles: S is meant to recognize, in its essential image, the accessible objects of K in such a way that, simply, A is accessible in context よ if and only if it is SG for some "generator" G. Presentability, instead, needs additional care: if we try to mimic the classical definition we suddenly realize that we can take two different paths:
lp ) (hale presentability) A category A is locally presentable if it is an accessible, accessibly embedded full reflective subcategory of a category of presheaves; lp ) (faint presentability) A category A is locally presentable if it is a full reflective subcategory of a category of presheaves such that the inclusion creates λ-directed colimits. It is a priori not obvious that these two characterizations, equivalent in Cat, remain equivalent in every K without additional assumptions; in fact, they don't. This leads us to work with the stronger definition of "(locally)
1 presentable object" (from now on, since it will be the interesting notion for us, we simply call lp "presentability" as opposed to "faint presentability".). In view of a above, we could then expect that objects of the form P A shall be presentable; although this is a very common situation, it turns out that this is not always true, as P A need not be accessible.
Tackling a definition in order to unify apparently disconnected theorems, and seeing that very definition break down in two, is certainly unsatisfying; fortunately, in many interesting contexts, this duplicity disappears and the two definitions above collapse as they do in Cat; the interesting remark here is that this seems to happen as soon as the context is expressive enough to re-enact Gabriel-Ulmer duality. We define a Gabriel-Ulmer envelope in Definition 4.1 as a 1-cell ι A : A → A such that A → S( A) exhibits a suitable universal property; given such an envelope, we can define a biequivalence of 2-categories
the consequences of this definition in our §4, showing how faint presentability implies hale presentability in what we can sloppily call Gabriel-Ulmer context (categories with a context, for which there exists a Gabriel-Ulmer envelope).
1.1. Organization of the paper. In §2 we fix notation, introducing Yoneda structures and kz-doctrines on 2-categories; here it becomes clear how calling them "kz-doctrines" is slightly improper: technical reasons expanded at the beginning of §subsection 2.1 force us to consider a notion of relative monads (roughly speaking, a monad that is not an endofunctor, following [ACU10] ) suitably laxified; fortunately, this definition was recently introduced in the recent [FGHW16] . all this material is well-known, and we claim no originality on it (in fact, we will only employ a particular case of relative kz-doctrine in our study: see Remark 2.8). §3 contains the definition of a Yoneda context on a 2-category (a morphism of pseudo-functors よ : S ⇒ P , where S is a kz-doctrine, and P a Yoneda structure), our definition of accessible and presentable object relative to a context, and our first main result: the (strongly) presentable objects in K coincide with the cocomplete, accessible objects. Our main example of a context, as already hinted, is the map よ c,λ : Ind λ ⇒ P , where Ind λ is the λ-filtered colimit completion (λ a regular cardinal), and P = [( ) op , Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set] the free cocompletion. §4 contains the statement and proof of two important facts:
) (Theorem 4.12) refining the assumptions on the context it is possible to instantiate Gabriel-Ulmer duality, as stated in [GU71] . Under the assumption that there exists an additional functor ( ) realizing the isomorphism S( A) ∼ = P A, we can prove that the collection of "theories", whose objects arise as reflections of A's, correspond to presentable objects L p(よ) ("models" of the theories) under a bi-equivalence of 2-categories. Classical Gabriel-Ulmer duality is an instance of this general paradigm, since in cat the construction A → A that sends A into its λ-small limit completion has precisely the property that Ind λ ( A) ∼ = P A. Quite surprisingly, ) ( §4.2) the existence of a Gabriel-Ulmer envelope is very near to a necessary and sufficient condition for the equivalence between faint presentability and presentability. More precisely, when K has a gu envelope the two notions of presentability lp and lp coincide; and if these two notions coincide we can define G "up to S-Morita equivalence".
We end the paper with a collection of relevant examples; in §5 and §6 we show how different choices of K and よ generate the different notions of accessibility and presentability: this yields a unified treatment of different shapes of Gabriel-Ulmer representation and duality. Several of these examples carry an homotopical flavour; this fits the goals of the present work in a bigger framework: finding a uniform treatment of accessibility in those 2-categorical settings capturing the theory of higher categories, like ∞-cosmoi [RV15a, RV15b] and derivators [Gro13] (see in particular the end of [Lor18] ).
Certainly in the present work we barely scratched this problem at its surface; in fact, the last part of §6 is somewhat conjectural, and we do not pretend to appear rigorous. It is clear that our primary interest in the present work lies not in homotopy theory; it is equally clear that there are very important reasons to tackle a convincing theory of accessibility and presentability in those 2-categorical settings engineered to speak about higher category theory, like derivators and ∞-cosmoi.
We feel these speculations deserved to appear in the present work, even in a preliminary form, which has essentially the purpose to attract more experienced collaborators.
1.2. Notation and convention. Some of the notational conventions for category theory sedimented in everyday practice apply to our discussion; we chose to distinguish 2-categories (denoted with a bold calligraphic typeface K, cat. [SW78, Web07, Wal18] . All remaining unexplained notation is explained locally or leans on common sense.
Preliminaries on extensions and liftings.
The aim of this section is to fix part of the notation we will use throughout the paper; in particular, we gather here the definition and a few fundamental results about extensions and liftings, customary to every discussion of 2-categorical algebra. The most important technical result in this sense is the pervasive Lemma 1.4. 
In other words, composition with the 2-cell η : The situation is conveniently summarized in the following array of universal objects:
where the η 2-cells are initial, and 2-cells are terminal, among all such 2-cells.
Definition 1.3 (Preservation and absoluteness).
There is an obvious notion of preservation of a left lifting lift g f under the composition with a 1-cell u : X → B, that we will employ without further mention (see e.g. [SW78, KS74] for a definition); we say that a left lifting is absolute when it is preserved by every u : X → B. Of course, similar definitions apply to right liftings and left or right extensions as well.
2
We end the section with an useful lemma on pasting extensions and liftings: we only record the version for (left) extensions because it is the only kind of statement we will need, but the result can be easily dualized employing table (1.3). left extension as a triangle
Lemma 1.4. Given the diagrams of 2-cells
filled by a 2-cell η such that for every other h : X → C the diagram 'completed' with the comma object (g/h) exhibits the left extension of f p along q. 
Yoneda Structures
The notion of Yoneda structure was given in [SW78] in order to capture a formal framework to develop abstract category theory; the definition encompasses different facets of the Yoneda lemma, recognized as the backbone of categorical algebra, and thus provides a "presheaf construction" A → P A for a subclass of objects A ∈ K satisfying a certain smallness requirement (Definition 2.1).
Definition 2.1 (Ideal of arrows). We say that a class of 1-cells I in a 2-category K is a right ideal if for each ∈ I we have · f ∈ I for all f such that the composite · f is defined.
Definition 2.2 (Yoneda structure).
A Yoneda structure I, {y A , χ f | A, f ∈ I} on a 2-category K consists of an ideal I of 1-cells in K; we call admissible 1-cells the elements of I, and we say that an object A ∈ K is admissible when its identity arrow is in I.
The ideal is such that yd ) For each admissible object A ∈ K, an admissible map y A : A → P A is given. yd ) For each admissible 1-cell f : A → B with admissible domain, we are given a 1-cell B(f, 1) P and 2-cell χ
These data satisfy the following axioms:
ys ) Diagram (2.1) above exhibits f as an absolute left lifting and B(f, 1) P as a left extension via χ f .
ys ) For each admissible A, in the diagram
ys ) For admissible A, B and f, g as below, the diagram
as a left extension, where
Remark 2.3. In order to avoid a certain notational pedantry, and clumsy accumulation of super-and subscripts, when this causes no harm of confusion we will shorten y A , B(f, 1) P , and χ
Remark 2.4. Taken all together, the axioms turn P into a partial pseudofunctor K coop → K (with domain the 2-category generated by the ideal I), reversing 1-and 2-cells of K (see [SW78, §2] for more details on the definition of the 1-and 2-cell maps of P ). This claim becomes evident as soon as we rephrase ys as follows: given
filling the shaded region of the diagram
Now, ys above is equivalent to the request that θ gf is invertible, and this entails that (2.4) has the same universal property of
which in turn entails that there is a unique, and invertible, 2-cell P (gf ) ⇒ P f · P g. This can be proved to be half of the structure turning P into a pseudo-functor; the remaining structure is given by ys , asking that P (1 A ) ∼ = 1 P A . Notation 2.5. We introduce the following terminology from [SW78] :
• The pseudo-functor P of Definition 2.2 is called the presheaf construction of the Yoneda structure, P A is called the presheaf object of A, and y A : A → P A is called the Yoneda map of A; If K has a Yoneda structure with presheaf construction P ,
• we say that a 1-cell
is a left extension in K we say that L = Lan y A is the Yoneda extension of . This special kind of left extension is so ubiquitous in our discussion that it deserved a special name: given a 1-cell , we shortly denote the left extension of along y A as Yan A ( ).
Remark 2.6 (Good Yoneda structures). A remarkable particular example of Yoneda structure is the following: let K be a finitely complete, cartesian closed 2-category. If K is endowed with an object Ω that classifies discrete opfibrations [Web07, 4.1], then the 2-functor [( ) op , Ω] is the presheaf construction of a Yoneda structure. These Yoneda structures satisfy a slightly more restrictive set of axioms than the ones in ys -ys and [Web07] calls them the good ones (for evident reasons, we like more the name 'representable' Yoneda structure). In our discussion we will never employ this more restrictive notion, but we postpone the rather interesting (and still quite descriptive) specialization of our theory to representable Yoneda structures to future investigation.
We now move to the second relevant definition of this introductory section.
Relative kz-doctrines.
A kz-doctrine on K can be thought as the correct 2-dimensional generalization of an idempotent monad, and was introduced in [Koc95] . Since our example will be the underlying 2-functor of a presheaf construction, we will however need pseudomonads; so from the very beginning our terminology goes against the classical one, where a kz-doctrine, without further specification, is understood to be a strict 2-functor.
Moreover, we will work in an even weaker setting, in that the archetypal example of such a structure (the correspondence taking an object A of Cat to its free cocompletion under a prescribed class of colimits) fails to be a pseudomonad for size reasons, since it generally sends small categories to locally small ones, making it impossible to define a monad multiplication. This problem was addressed in a recent paper [FGHW16] , where also a workable solution was proposed; we take it as a reference.
So, in order not to burden the reader, after having introduced the formal definition we will simply call "kz-doctrine on K" a relative, lax idempotent pseudomonad on K.
Definition 2.7. Let C ⊆ D be a sub-2-category inclusion; a relative left Kan pseudomonad over the inclusion consists of:
• an object SX ∈ D, for every X ∈ C,
as the left extension of f along y X , for every f : X → SY , such that the following conditions hold:
• the 2-cell
Remark 2.8. [FGHW16] uses a slightly more general definition for the relative version of a kz-doctrine, and proves a number of equivalent characterizations for this notion; our reshaping mainly involves the inclusion C ⊆ D (that in [FGHW16] is taken to be an arbitrary functor J : C → D), and the refusal to explicitly state the coherence conditions given in [FGHW16, 5 .1], that we never need to invoke.
Remark 2.9. It is possible to associate a kz-doctrine to each Yoneda structure having cocomplete presheaves (this means that every P A is P -cocomplete in the sense of Definition 2.10 below). Conversely, the main result in [Wal18] proves that to each kzdoctrine S determining a right ideal I S of 1-cells it is possible to associate a Yoneda structure having I S as admissible 1-cells, and S as presheaf construction. Given this tight relation between the two concepts, we allow ourselves a little abuse of notation, denoting a left extension of along the unit map α G as Yan S G (as if it was the extension along a Yoneda map α G : G → SG, see Remark 2.19).
We end this subsection recalling the definitions of S-cocomplete object and introducing the notion of a S-cell.
Both notions are not new to formal category theory, as the first appears in the theory of pro-arrow equipments [Woo82, Woo85] , and the second is called "S-homomorphism" [Wal18] .
• Since the canonical example of a Yoneda structure P is free cocompletion under small colimits, P must "recognize cocomplete objects" exhibiting a similar universal property as that of Cat; briefly, we abstract the following characterization: a cocomplete category A is such that, given a functor : G → A with small domain, the Yoneda extension L = Yan G : P G → A exists and is pointwise (see Definition 1.6).
• The second definition is fundamental to define accessible 1-cells, and results in an abstraction of the definition of a filtered (or D-filtered) colimit-preserving functor.
Definition 2.10 (S-cocompleteness). An object A ∈ K is S-cocomplete with respect to either a kz-doctrine or a Yoneda structure S if and only if in all diagrams
the Yoneda extension L = Yan G : P G → A exists and is pointwise.
Definition 2.11 (S-cells).
Given either a kz-doctrine or a Yoneda structure S on K, a 1-cell f : A → B, where A is S-cocomplete, is a S-cell if for each object G, and 1-cell :
In other words, f is an S-cell if and only if it preserves all Yoneda extensions of 1-cells having S-cocomplete codomain.
Remark 2.12. Note that L exists because A is S-cocomplete, and that SG is always S-cocomplete if S is a kz-doctrine, or a cocomplete Yoneda structure.
Remark 2.13. The definition of S-cell detects the notion of functor preserving filtered colimits when S = Ind λ . It is relatively safe to blur the distinction between Ind λ -cells and accessible functors. Remark 2.14. An object A is S-cocomplete if and only if it is a left split subobject of SA.
In Cat, there is a very nice characterization of left split subobjects, since the following conditions are equivalent: Proof. To find unit and counit of the adjunction Lan
is enough to consider the diagrams
where , η are obtained respectively from the universal property of Lan f f and Lan y G y G (using Lemma 1.4 twice in the obvious way). Showing that these 2-cell satisfy the zig-zag identities is an easy check.
2.2. Yoneda contexts. kz-doctrines on a given 2-category K can be collected into a class Kzd(K); we now define a context as a suitable pseudonatural transformation between two kz-doctrines.
Definition 2.17 (Yoneda context).
A Yoneda context is a pseudonatural transformation よ : S ⇒ P such that ycx ) for each component X ∈ K the triangle
exhibits the left extension of y X along α X , and which is is component-wise representably fully faithful. ycx ) The pseudo-functor P ∈ Kzd(K) underlies a Yoneda structure (the sense in which P induces a Yoneda structure is specified by Remark 2.9);
The following remarks are fundamental in order to fully understand our treatment of accessibility, and the definition given in Definition 3.1 of a よ-accessible object.
Remark 2.18. An accessible object in K will be given right away at the beginning of the next section as an A ∈ K such that A ∼ = SG for some G ∈ K; it is in fact easy to motivate Definition 2.17 as follows: there is a standard choice for a Yoneda context on the 2-category Cat, given by P = [( ) op , Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set] (this generates the 'standard' Yoneda structure on Cat) and S = Ind( ), the Ind-completion of A ∈ cat under (ω-)filtered colimits.
Our approach serves hence as a formal-categorical perspective on the process of Ind-completion; we implicitly think that S acts similarly to such standard example, so that よ is "the inclusion of the S-filtered cocompletion in the universal cocompletion".
Remark 2.19. It would be tempting to define a 2-category of Yoneda structures, and not only kz-doctrines, promoting S to underlie a Yoneda structure, and defining a context to be a morphism thereof. Unfortunately the correspondence S = Ind( ) can't be the underlying pseudo-functor of a Yoneda structure on Cat, keeping all other assumptions of Definition 2.17 untouched, for the simple reason that this would imply the existence of a right adjoint to よ : S ⇒ P (this in turn would imply that S is complete; this is blatantly false, as many categories of the form Ind ω (A) lack -even finite!-limits).
Remark 2.20. The class of contexts よ : S ⇒ P in Kzd(cat) is visibly populated by many other objects: a slight variation on the above theme gives a Yoneda context よ λ : Ind λ ⇒ P for each regular cardinal λ > ω and the associated Ind-completion of a small category; slightly more generally, if D is a sound doctrine in the sense of [ABLR02] , there is a Yoneda context よ D : D-Ind ⇒ P given by the D-Ind completion of a small category A.
Representation theorem
3.1. Accessibility and presentability. In light of the previous remarks, the following definition appears straightforward.
Definition 3.1 (よ-accessible object). Let よ be a context on the 2-category K; A ∈ K is よ-accessible if there exists a P -small object G ∈ K such that A ∼ = SG.
Briefly, the fact that being accessible coincides with "being the Ind-completion of a small category" is a classical theorem in K = Cat that we take as the definition for accessibility with respect to the Yoneda context.
As we will see in a while, presentability is harder to define properly; in fact, the strategy of exploiting a similar intrinsic characterization for the accessibility condition collides with the fact that we are able to give two such characterizations: lp ) A category A is locally presentable if it is an accessible, accessibly embedded full reflective subcategory of a category of presheaves. lp ) A category A is locally presentable if it is a full reflective subcategory of a category of presheaves such that the inclusion creates λ-directed colimits.
These two characterizations are equivalent in Cat, but can't be made equal in general. It is remarkable that in lp A is not assumed to be accessible, as this can be deduced from the definition. Also, every presheaf category is trivially "presentable" according to lp , whilst showing that it is presentable according to lp requires a bit of work: this is precisely the observation that Ind completions in Cat "dominate" cocompletions in the sense that P G ∼ = Ind( G) for some G canonically obtained from G.
For the simple reason that in general one cannot expect that S always dominates the Yoneda structure P , we will favour the first definition of presentability. However, since it has been an instructive challenge to devise an abstract definition encompassing lp , and in particular to define a "functor preserving S-filtered colimits" (cf. Remark 2.20 and see Definition 2.11), we will include such a translation.
Definition 3.2 (よ-presentable object). Let よ : S ⇒ P be a context; A ∈ K is よ-presentable if the following conditions are satisfied:
G → SG is the unit of the kz-doctrine),
Remark 3.3. Overall, the axioms of presentability read as follows: an object A ∈ K is よ-presentable if and only if it is an accessible, accessibly embedded reflective subobject of P G for some G.
The following definition, as well as the notion of S-cell, will reappear in §4 where we study Gabriel-Ulmer structures, i.e. those Yoneda contexts where the skewness of our two definitions of presentability disappears (this is the content of Corollary 4.16; in addition, Gabriel-Ulmer structures will turn out to be the right contexts in which we can instantiate a weak form of Gabriel-Ulmer duality in K).
Definition 3.4 (Faint presentability). Let よ : S ⇒ P be a Yoneda context on K. An object A ∈ K is called faintly presentable if it is a left split subobject of P G for some G ∈ K, and in addition the inclusion A → P G is a S-cell and A is S-cocomplete.
Proposition 3.5. Let よ be a context. Then if SG is よ-presentable, it is also よ-faintly presentable.
Proof. Every SG is of course S-cocomplete, so we shall only verify that i is a S-cell.
We shall focus on the diagram
whereḠ, play the rôle of G, in Definition 2.11. By assumption, i ∼ = Yan S G (i · y G ), and this extension is pointwise; since K has finite limits (see Remark 1.8), we can build the comma object ( /y G ), and the resulting shaded diagram in
remains a left extension. Since the lower triangle is also a left extension, so is the whole diagram. This entails that i · L ∼ = Lan αḠu (i · α G · v). That this latter extension exhibits the universal property of Yan S G (i · ) is easy to check directly. Reading carefully the previous proposition one finds the proof of the following observation:
Corollary 3.6. A 1-cell f : SG → C is an S-cell if and only if Yan
There is a straightforward interpretation of this result in Cat, that is: If A, B are accessible categories, then the accessible functors A → B, i.e. the functors preserving directed colimits, are determined by their restriction to representables, as they can be reconstructed Yoneda-extending these restrictions.
In the 2-category Cat the functors preserving directed colimits with domain an accessible category are precisely those functor f such that Yan G (f · α G ) ∼ = f , this would be the most natural definition for accessible functor. Thus, the corollary above is precisely telling us that accessible functors do coincide with S-cells as soon as the domain and codomain are accessible.
3.2. The representation theorem. In this subsection we present the "representation theorem" for presentable objects in a 2-category; this is an attempt to faithfully capture the content of the homonym representation theorem in [AR94] inside a formal-categorical framework.
Theorem 3.8 (Formal representation theorem). Let よ be a Yoneda context. Then the following conditions are equivalent for A ∈ K:
(1) A is P -cocomplete and よ-accessible; (2) A is よ-presentable.
Proof. Assume that A ∈ K is presentable; the fact that A is accessible is the content of p . To show that A is cocomplete, we can observe that reflective subobjects of P -cocomplete objects remain P -cocomplete. This proves the first implication. Now assume that A is accessible and P -cocomplete; we shall show that the axioms p -p hold. Since A is P -cocomplete, i has a left adjoint; p is part of the assumption since we can take G = G; p follows from the context assumption, as the triangle
is a left extension.
Gabriel-Ulmer duality
We start with the simple observation that the closure under finite colimits of A ∈ cat is the subcategory of [ 
in other words, there exists an object A such that Ind( A) ∼ = P A. This amounts to a factorization of y A : A → P A as a composition A → A → S A ∼ = P A, naturally in A ∈ K. This will turn out to be a fundamental property, in that the definition of a Gabriel-Ulmer envelope relative to a context よ amounts to the same "factorization of P along S". More precisely, we can give the following definition:
Definition 4.1 (gu envelope). A Gabriel-Ulmer envelope (gu envelope for short) relative to a context よ : S → P consists of an additional relative kz-doctrine denoted ( ) with unit ι A : A → A such that αÂ : A → S( A) exhibits the left extension of y G along ι A . In particular this means that the diagram
is filled by an invertible 2-cell y A ∼ = αÂι A .
Notice that the 2-category Cat has a gu envelope, relative to the standard context Ind ω → [( ) op , Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set], defined sending A into its finite colimit completion A.
Remark 4.2. If L R is an adjunction in Cat, a well-known sufficient condition so that L preserves α-presentable objects is that R commutes with α-filtered colimits. This simple observation, together with the definition of S-cell, motivates the following definition.
Definition 4.3 (climbable kz-doctrine). A kz-doctrine is called climbable if given the following diagram
where the right adjoint in L i is a S-cell the left lifting λ of L · y G along y G exists, so that L "preserves small objects". In such a situation we denote λ = L| G .
Remark 4.4. Given an adjunction L i as above, one can look at the behaviour of L on presentable objects, i.e. at the composition L · y G .
We claim that L preserve presentables, i.e. L · y G = α G . The previous diagram, given a GU envelope relative to a context よ where S is climbable, can be unpacked in the following
(4.6) Lemma 4.5. Let G ∈ K be an object, and よ : S ⇒ P a context (Definition 2.17); then the following conditions are equivalent.
Proof. The fact that pc is equivalent to pc is evident thanks to Theorem 3.8; to show that pc implies pc , note that thanks to Remark 2.14 G is ( )-cocomplete if and only if it is a left split subobject of G; given this, we have an adjunction
If we apply S to this adjunction we get an adjunction SG P G back, so SG is a left split subobject of P G, and thus it is P -cocomplete.
Finally, we prove the converse implication, that if SG is P -cocomplete, G is ( )-cocomplete. Appealing again Remark 2.14, we get that SG is a left split subobject of P G; this, plus the climbability of ( ), entails that G is a left split subobject of G, and thus it is ( )-cocomplete. 
exhibiting the universal property of
We shall characterize such a cell by means of a universal property. Call L : P G → SG the reflection of SG, which exists because SG is よ-presentable (this is implied by the fact that G is ( )-cocomplete and by Lemma 4.5).
We claim that
so we have to prove that
In order to do that, consider the following diagram:
Observe that both the top square and the bottom triangle are Kan extensions, thus
the left adjoint L preserves all Kan extensions and we have: L
, which corresponds to our (4.9) above. The idea is that an object C ∈ Lex is a "theory", whose category of models Lex(C, Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set) is locally finitely presentable. Gabriel-Ulmer duality says that all locally finitely presentable categories arise in this way, as it is possible to extract the theory of which a given A ∈ L fp is the category of models of. Remark 4.11. If A is よ-presentable, then A ∼ = SG, and A is a reflection on P (Ḡ), so that there is a fully faithful right adjoint L i : SG → P (Ḡ); it is easy to see that we can always reduce to the case whereḠ = G: since PḠ is P -cocomplete, the composition i · α G admits a Yoneda extension I : P G → PḠ, and the composition L · I determines a reflection of P G onto SG ∼ = A. Theorem 4.12 (Gabriel-Ulmer duality). Let よ : S ⇒ P be a context on K, with S climbable and assume that there exist an absorbing gu envelope relative to よ. Then there is a bi-adjunction
which is in fact a bi-equivalence of 2-categories.
Proof. The main ideas in the present proof are taken from [Kel82] .
We start defining the action of the functors よ-Mod and よ-Th; the first is defined "applying S", in the sense that its action on 0-and 1-cells is as follows:
and on 2-cells it acts again as S (ZF is the right adjoint to SF appearing in Remark 4.6). We have to check that this really defines a functor taking values in L p(よ); this is easily seen, as every SG is P -cocomplete (being a retract of P G which is cocomplete), and each ZF is an S-cell. To prove it we show that Yan S G (ZF ·α G ) ∼ = ZF , by means of the following chain of isomorphisms:
which is precisely ZF in view of Remark 4.6 and Lemma 2.16. Now we define the correspondence よ-Th; on objects we send A ∼ = SG into G; of course we have to check that this is a well-defined assignment: in order to do that, in particular, we must check that G is uniquely determined by SG, and that it is ( )-cocomplete.
(1) If SG ∼ = SG , we are in the situation depicted in the diagram
so that (since ( ) is climbable) we can lift the equivalence SG ∼ = SG to an adjunction G G ; this lifted adjunction in turn is an equivalence as well, since the envelope is absorbing.
(2) To see that G is ( )-cocomplete, consider the same diagram above: composing the reflection SG SĜ with the equivalence S G ∼ = P G we get a reflection SG P G, and using again the climbing property of ( ) we can obtain a reflection of G onto G.
To define よ-Th on 1-cells, we send a right adjoint SG → SG to the 1-cell l : G → G induced by the climbability of S. We need to check that this is a ( )-cell, and in order to do this we consider the diagram
To see that l is a ( )-cell we must verify that for every ϕ as in the diagram above, l · u ∼ = v. In order to see this, complete the diagram as
and notice that v ∼ = l ·u if and only if α G ·v ∼ = α G ·l ·u, if and only if α G ·v ∼ = L·α G ·u; this last chain of isomorphisms is true, since L preserves all left extensions. It follows at once that these correspondences define an equivalence of 2-categories.
Exchange and domination.
Gabriel-Ulmer contexts are richer structures than it might appear at first sight: it is indeed possible to show that the existence of a gu envelope relative to a context よ is really near to a necessary and sufficient condition for the distinction between presentability lp and lp to disappear.
4
We begin by showing that in a Gabriel-Ulmer context the two notions coincide. Remark 4.14. As remarked in Notation 2.5, in our 2-category we can say that a 1-cell f is P -fully faithful if χ f : y A ⇒ B(f, 1) · f is invertible; this determines "P -bijective on objects 1-cells" as their left orthogonal. In the following discussion we assume that K possesses a (2-categorical) factorization system ( ⊥ P -ff, P -ff).
Theorem 4.15. Let L : SG A : i be a left split subobject of SG. If the inclusion is an S-functor and A is S-cocomplete, then A is in the essential image of S.
Proof. Using the bo-ff factorization of K we can factor the functor G
the fact that A is S-cocomplete implies the existence of a 1-cell Λ = Yan S G ( ) : SG → A, and the fact that SG is also cocomplete implies the existence of Σ = Yan S G (y G q) : SG → SG; it is easy to see that the adjunction Λ Σ · i is an equivalence, since there is an isomorphism ΛΣ ∼ = L, and since the composition Σ · i · Λ has the universal property of the left extension of y G along itself.
Corollary 4.16. When S dominates P , an object A ∈ K is presentable if and only if it is faintly presentable.
Proof. We only need to show that if L : P G A : i is faintly presentable, then it is presentable. This is in fact trivial. Since S dominates P , P G ∼ = S(Ĝ). Since we only need to show that A is in the essential image of S it is enough to apply the previous lemma to the couple L : S G A : i.
Conversely, there is a natural candidate for a gu envelope, when lp coincides with lp . In this assumption, we observe two separate facts in order to show that every P G is faintly presentable (hence presentable, hence accessible; this shows that there exists an object G for which P G ∼ = S G): Lemma 4.17. Let よ : S ⇒ P be a Yoneda context on the 2-category K; then P is S-cocomplete.
Proof. In the diagram below,
We are looking for the existence of the dotted arrow.
Using the Yoneda context, we can prolong the diagram as follows:
To conclude, it is enough to observe that P is P -cocomplete. The composition is a Kan extension because it is a pasting of Kan extension.
Lemma 4.18. Let よ : S ⇒ P be a Yoneda context on the 2-category K; then the identity 1 P G : P G → P G is a S-functor.
Proof. This is essentially a rephrasing of being S-cocomplete.
These facts, taken together, single out an objectĜ for which P G ∼ = SĜ; it only remains to show that G →Ĝ is functorial in G, and that there is a well-defined unit α G : G →Ĝ satisfying the axioms of Definition 2.7. It does seem that these cells can be found, and the coherence satisfied, only under additional assumptions on the starting context.
5 This issue, albeit quite interesting and potentially enlightening, goes beyond the scope of the present paper, so we decide to postpone the discussion to future investigation. ycx is satisfied. This context defines accessible objects (the isomorphism class of the terminal category), and presentable objects (still only the terminal category); faintly presentable objects are instead all left split subobjects of P A's. It's easy to see that there can't be a gu envelope relative to this context.
Examples
Example 5.2 (A 0-example: categories and λ-presentability).
In the 2-category of categories, functors, and natural transformations, the canonical Yoneda structure of Remark 2.18 having P A = [A op , Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set Set] yields notions of accessible and presentable that coincide with the classical notions of accessible and locally λ-presentable category given in [AR94] , when the Yoneda context is chosen to be Ind λ ⇒ P . The gu envelope A here is the λ-colimit completion of A; it is easy to see that this kzdoctrine is climbable in the sense of Definition 4.3, and Gabriel-Ulmer duality takes its canonical form.
5 Whatever they are, these assumptions are certainly satisfied by the standard context on cat;
indeed, in such a situation the gu envelope A = "finite-colimit completion of A" naturally contains the absolute colimit completion kz-doctrine. This is but a fancy way to say that A is Cauchycomplete, hence this gu envelope is climbable and absorbing. Now, there doesn't seem to be a way to invert, even partially, the lifting properties of a climbable and absorbing envelope to show that a unit β G : G →Ĝ exists: defining what the absolute-colimit completion of A ∈ K has to be, apart from a certain kz-doctrine doing the same job as ( ), seems to be a subtle matter. It also turns out that a reasonable assumption ensuring the existence of β is linked to a formal property on the same lines of ys : in the triangle
the cell θ must exhibit at the same time αĜ as the left extension of y G along β G , and β G as the left lifting of y G along αĜ. 6 The colimit colim x∈A A( , x) coincides with the presheaf a → colim x∈A A(a, x), so with the colimit of A(a, ), which is the terminal set.
Example 5.3 (Categories and D-presentability). The former example is in fact a particular case of the following more general phenomenon. In the 2-category Cat, we can consider Yoneda contexts of the form よ c,D : D-Ind ⇒ P in the sense of Remark 2.20 (D is a "sound doctrine" in the sense of [ABLR02] ); here, the notion of accessible and presentable object coincide with the notions of D-accessible and locally D-presentable category given in [ABLR02] . [Cen04, 76] proves that the gu envelope A is the D-colimit completion of A; the representation theorem appears in [Cen04, 78] . The Gabriel-Ulmer duality in this context is one of the central result of [Cen04] . Note that the simplest example of all (the empty doctrine D = ∅) yields another "trivial" context, namely id P : P → P , where accessible objects are precisely presheaf objects.
Example 5.4 (Posets). The 2-category Pos of partially ordered classes, monotone class functions becomes a 2-category once Pos(P, Q) is endowed with the pointwise partial order between functions. Sending A ∈ Pos into P A := Pos(A, {0 < 1}) determines a Yoneda structure on Pos (this was first noted in [SW78] ). The locally presentable objects in this Yoneda structure are the algebraic lattices in the sense of [Por11] , while the accessible objects are "accessible posets" (there does not seem to be a name for these categories, but they are simply posetal categories that are accessible in Cat); the representation theorem is the content of [Por11] . The results in Porst's paper seem to pave the way to a form of Gabriel-Ulmer duality; our approach seems to clarify how, and why, it is so. •
op is the monoidal category of non-negative real numbers with opposite order, we recover Lawvere metric spaces [Law73] ; the Yoneda structure is given by the "metric Yoneda embedding" X → [X, V]. The former example specializes to this context, but V-enriched Ind-completion, the gu envelope and the representation theorem do not seem (to the best of our knowledge) to admit a topological characterization.
• given an additive category A, regarded as a particular preadditive ( 
called the Day convolution of presheaves; [IK86] proves that Day convolution endows P A with a monoidal structure rendering the Yoneda embedding a symmetric monoidal functor, and this structure is universal with respect to this property. The Yoneda embeddings y A : A → P A then become the Yoneda arrows of a Yoneda structure on the 2-category SmCat of symmetric monoidal categories, strong monoidal functors, and monoidal natural transformations. It is an interesting fact that the whole context よ c,λ : Ind λ ⇒ P restricts to this framework, as the convolution of two functors that are λ-filtered colimits of representables (say, on filtered categories I, J) remains a λ-filtered colimit (over I × J) of representables (note how this remains true for all sound doctrines that are closed under products, so in particular for sifted categories). This entails that the notion of accessible and presentable object in the 2-category SmCat, with respect to this restricted context, coincide with the notions of monoidal categories being λ-accessible and λ-presentable as objects of Cat. This is a particular example of the following more general picture: let K be a 2-category, and H a full, coreflective subcategory of K. Then a Yoneda structure on K can be transferred to H using the co-reflector 2-functor: under suitable assumptions on the 2-categories and the monad, this yields that (for example) a Yoneda structure, and a Yoneda context on K lift to the category of algebras H = T -Alg of an idempotent 2-monad on K.
It is enticing to conjecture how slight variations on this theme can lead to unexpected (or even new) results, unveiling a deeper and wider pattern for accessibility and presentability phenomena: among many other cases of interest we record the following example.
Example 5.8. Triangulated categories partly fall into the frame of Example 5.6: chapters 6 and 7 of [Nee01] seem to suggest that the correspondence sending a triangulated category S to Ex[S op , Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab] (additive functors to abelian groups sending coproducts into products) realizes an "abelian hull" for triangulated categories that should play the rôle of a presheaf construction.
More precisely, let S be a triangulated category such that th ) Coproducts of less than α objects exist in S; th ) Homotopy pullbacks and pushouts exist in S; th ) The coproduct of less than α pullback squares is still a pullback square.
belong) now shows that the ∞-category of ∞-categories can be endowed with a "∞-Yoneda structure" in the following sense: Under this correspondence, the context よ c,λ : Ind λ ⇒ P becomes a context on QCat, and the "cosmic" principle of equivalence between theories of [RV15b, RV15c] now ensures that the notion of λ-accessibility and λ-presentability, Gabriel-Ulmer envelope, Gabriel-Ulmer duality all correspond to 2-dimensional notions coming from the ∞-categorical ones described in T.5.
6.2. The case of derivators. The preprint [Lor18] ends with a short statement of purpose drawing a connection with the present work. As the main purpose of [Lor18] was to lay down the theory of co/reflective localizations of derivators, it has been natural to surmise that there exists a notion of locally presentable and accessible derivator allowing to restate the representation theorem that we prove in Theorem 3.8; and this is easy to believe especially because at least two definitions echoing the content of [AR94, 1.C] have already been given in the context of derivators (see [MR16] and [Ren09] ).
Our conjecture here is that the 2-category PDer (and its subcategory Der of derivators) possesses a sufficiently rich structure to cast the results outlined here, at least in some form.
7 The naive idea is that there shall be a "variable" Yoneda structure on the 2-category [cat op , Cat] of prederivators allowing for such a discussion. This is precisely the leading idea of [Str81] (but note that Street only considers pseudofunctors -whereas strictness is a customary request working with derivators-, and transformations of mixed variance).
This Yoneda structure is "representable" in the sense of [Web07] by (the derivator associated to a sufficiently big category of sets) SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET -sufficiently big so that D(J) ∈ SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET. The presheaf construction here is embodied by a(n extra)natural transformation P : D → D op , SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET SET ( Der is cartesian closed, see [Gro11] ). This is not, however, the only possible choice, and certainly not the best suited for the purposes of abstract homotopy theory. In fact, Street's one is presumably only one among a complicated web of Yoneda structures: notably, we can record/conjecture the existence of
• The Renaudin (from [Ren09] ) Yoneda structure, built taking the derivator generated by the Kan-Quillen model structure on sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet; this is again a representable Yoneda structure, and the canonical map sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet * → sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet (of the associated derivators, for Kan-Quillen model structures on both categories 8 ) classifies discrete opfibrations in the sense of [Web07] .
• The Cisinski-Tabuada Yoneda structure, (following [CT11] 8 It has to be noted that sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet enjoys a universal property of formal homotopy-colimit completion of a model category M ; if M is such a category, the projective model structure on [M op , sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet sSet] was shown in [Dug01, 3.5] to enjoy this universal property.
